**Self-contained hand hydraulic punch**

- Punching head rotates through 360 degrees for easy access in tight quarters.
- Slim design.
- Details information of punch is shown on page of SH-10.

**APPLICABLE PUNCH**

- A19-A75
- B16-B104

**MODEL No.**

**SH-5PDG**

**Punching capacity:** 115.5mm diameter hole on 3.2mm thickness mild steel

**SPECIFICATIONS**

- Reservoir capacity: 40 cc
- Output force: 50 kN

**SIZE**

- 353 (L) mm

**WEIGHT**

- 2.4 kg

**ACCESSORIES**

- Steel carrying case.

**FEATURES**

- The SH-5PDG is a portable hand hydraulic punch with swivel head for easy access to tight quarters.
- It gives clean perforation through 3.2mm thick mild steel with a 4 inch hole.

**SH-5PDG CONTENTS**

1. SH-5PDG Hand hydraulic punch
2. Set bolts (3/8", 3/4")
3. Collars (Large, Medium, Small, Ex-small)
4. Steel carrying case

**SH-5PDG PUNCH SET**

1. SH-5PDG (A) SET: with A19-51 punch
2. SH-5PDG (B) SET: with B16-51 punch

**REMARKS**

- Self-contained hand hydraulic punch
- Punching head rotates through 360 degrees for easy access in tight quarters
- Slim design
- Details information of punch is shown on page of SH-10

**APPLICABLE PUNCH**

- A19-A75
- B16-B104

**SH-5PDG shown with standard accessories**

**Reservoir capacity:** 40 cc

**Output force:** 50 kN

**SIZE**

- 353 (L) mm

**WEIGHT**

- 2.4 kg

**ACCESSORIES**

- Steel carrying case.